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SUMMARY
Temperature Matters!
Pitfalls and solutions for better bottom hole temperatures
A good explorationist must understand the petroleum system they are pursuing.
Thus they need a good basin model and thus they need good formation
temperatures to calibrate it.
Horner plots are the industry standard for estimating equilibrium temperature where
multiple logging runs are made over several hours at the same depth. However the
talk identifies eight sources of possible error.
A Drill Stem Test record can be a reliable source of temperature data, but is likely to
be an underestimate if the test followed a common Cooper-Eromanga practice and
was conducted prior to logging. Modern wells are commonly evaluated with a single
logging run, and an algorithm is offered here to estimate equilibrium temperature
from a single measurement in Cooper Eromanga wells.
Modern logging tools have a digital readout of temperature from an electrical sensor.
The trend of such logs usually shows an enigmatic ‘hook’ at T.D. Understanding the
thermal time constant of the sensor is key to understanding the ‘hook’ and in making
use of the data.
Borehole temperatures? We can do a lot better!
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How much slop in our temperature measurements?

How much slop is there in our bore hole temperature
measurements?.
Here is a paper that addresses the question’
Peters and Nelson studied 46 wells in the Cook Inlet, Alaska.
They took DST temperatures as an accurate estimate of
formation temperature and compared them to wirelline log
temperatures using the Horner extrapolation
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Peters & Nelson (2009)

They found that the there was a lot of slop. Here is a histogram of the
differences
The standard deviation was +/- 8 deg C.
Suppose that you had a Horner plot indicating that the extrapolated
Bottom Hole Temperature was 120 C.
If the differences follow a Normal distribution, there is a 16% chance that
the real value is below 112 C
there is a 68 % chance that it is between 112 C & 128 C
and there is a 16 % chance it is above 128 C.
This is a lot of slop – does it matter?
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Simple model:
Siltstone deposition ; no erosion
Heat flow constant in time
Bottom Hole temperature 120 0C at 2050 m

Modelled HF 64 mW/m/m

Modelled maturity 0.85% Ro

Here is a very simple 1D maturity model
I assumed 2000 m of siltstone deposition with a notional 50 m source
rock at the base.
I assume heat flow and surface temperature are constant in time.
I assumed an equilibrium Bottom Hole Temperature of 120 C at 2050 m,
Accepting the Petromod default compaction and thermal conductivities,
I can match the BHT by adopting a heat flow of 64 mW/m/m
This leads to a maturity of 0.85% Ro
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Repeat model with Bottom Hole Temperatures of 112 0C and and 128 0C

Modelled HF 58 mW/m/m
(high side 70 mW/m/m)

Modelled maturity 0.76% Ro
(high side 1.0 % Ro)

I re-run the model with a BHT of 112 C (ie 8 C down from the base
case). The modelled maturity is 0.76%. Ro
If I re-run the model with a high-side BHT of 128 C I get a maturity of
1.0% Ro
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Take kinetics from a typical source rock: Toolebuc from Katherine-1

Sample GeoS4 GO11759

Here is a plot of Transformation Ratio against maturity for a Toolebuc sample. A rich
but otherwise unremarkable marine algal Type 2 source rock.
About half the kerogen will crack to petroleum and here is a laboratory-derived plot
of how it progresses
The plot shows that the kerogen starts cracking around Ro 0.75%
By 1% Ro it is about half converted and
And by 1.3 % it has largely done its thing.
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Take kinetics from a typical source rock: Toolebuc from Katherine-1

BHT 128 0C

BHT 120 0C
BHT 112 0C

Let us suppose that this is an estimate of maturity of a pod of source rock that you
expect to charge your new prospect and you have to assess the charge risk
In the base case model with a BHT of 120 C, 25% of the kerogen capable of
converting to petroleum will have done so. That could be enough to fill your prospect
if other parameters went in your favour.
If the temperature was in error on the high side then the conversion would be 60%.
But if the error was on the low side, there would be no chance of charging your
prospect
In other words, the slop of +/- 8 C in Bottom Hole Temperature means the difference
between negligible chance of success and no worries mate when it comes to
charging your prospect.
What do about it?
Do not accept an 8 deg slop – try harder.
The rest of this talk will be devoted to helping you understand some of the things
involved in estimating a bottom hole temperature, and how to do better.
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Some History & Culture
1955 – 1975. Only petrophysicist cared.

Temperature from first logging run copied across all
other logs run at the same depth

When I first encountered well site work in 1964, logging tools were analog and
commonly three mercury-in-glass maximum recording thermometers were carried in
slots at the top of the tool.
Only the petrophysist cared about temperature because he (I am not aware of any
‘she’ petrophysicist in that era) needed to correct the filtrate resistivity to bottom hole
conditions. And since he needed that only for the resistivity log, and since that was
always run first, Schlumberger would simply copy the same value across onto the
log header of all other logs run at the same depth.
No one cared much
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Some History & Culture
1955 – 1975. Only petrophysicist cared. Temperature
from first logging run copied across all other logs
run at the same time
1975 – 1995. Petroleum system modellers . Separate
times and temperatures recorded for each log run
to allow Horner plot

Around the mid 70s, the exploration industry discovered organic geochemistry, and
around 1980 kerogen kinetics could be evaluated in a lab, allowing serious maturity
modelling. Thus establishing an equilibrium formation temperature became
important.
Just using the temperature recorded on the first logging run when the well was far
from thermal equilibrium was hopeless.
Explorationists now wanted temperatures to be recorded for each logging run, along
with times, so that a Horner plot could be constructed. I’ll come back to that soon.
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Some History & Culture
1955 – 1975. Only petrophysicist cared. Temperature
from first logging run copied across all other logs
run at the same time
1975 – 1995. Petroleum system modellers cared.
Separate times and temperatures recorded for each
log run to allow Horner plot
1995 - ? Commonly all logs run in single string so only
one temperature; electronic record instead of
mercury-in-glass thermometers

Around 1990 electronic telemetry improved and things started going backwards for
explorationists. Tools like Schlumberger’s PEX and ‘super combo’ combined all the
basic logging tools into a single string.
So we were back to a single temperature measurement and we are now in a much
poorer position in estimating equilibrium temperature.. Clearly petroleum system
modellers should have been much more obnoxious in demanding useful temperature
measurements.
Additional uncertainty came with the mercury-in-glass thermometers being replaced
with an electronic sensor. The resulting temperature log is not easy to interpret – as
I will show later.
We now get a LAS file with an abundance of temperature/depth pairs but we rarely
get the time data that would enable some interpretation of the equilibrium
temperature.
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Some History & Culture
1955 – 1975. Only petrophysicist cared. Temperature
from first logging run copied across all other logs
run at the same time
1975 – 1995. Petroleum system modellers cared.
Separate times and temperatures recorded for each
log run to allow Horner plot
1995 - ? Commonly all logs run in single string so only
one temperature; electronic record instead of
mercury-in-glass thermometers
Lots of errors in the recorded data because no one at
the well site takes temperature seriously

We have a culture problem
If you sift through old log headers and well completion reports for temperature data,
you will come across blatant inconsistencies.
My impression is that no one at the well site takes recording temperature data
seriously. Everyone feels the pressure to be quick and efficient and to save on rig
time – but I think this leads to careless record keeping. The attitude is that
temperature is such a simple and boring concept it cannot be very important.
But if you have just drilled through a dry objective in your last commitment well and
you are likely to relinquish the block, you need to have a good maturity model to
assess the charge risk for remaining leads– and that means having a good
temperature measurement.
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Horner Plot
Horse Creek-1 Bottom hole temperature rises 17 degrees over 40 hours

Now we come to the Horner plot. It is the most widely accepted method for
estimating formation equilibrium temperature
Here are some measurements from Horse Creek-1. Drilled in 1986 when multiple
logging runs were common.
We have 6 log runs in the logging suite spread over 48 hours. We can see that,
given long enough, the temperature would reach equilibrium somewhere about 142
degrees
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Horner Plot – estimates undisturbed rock temperature from a series of
temperature measurements
Analogous to Horner Plot used by engineers to determine reservoir
pressure from shape of pressure build-up
Parameters:
tC

time circulating on bottom

tSC

time since circulation stopped

TM

measured temperature

Calculate ‘Horner Time’ for each temperature measurement
Ht = (tSC+tC)/tSC
Plot Temperature against Horner time on a log scale

Geologists took the Horner plot from engineers who use it to use it to estimate
reservoir pressure from a Drill Stem Test pressure build up curve.
When the drill reaches TD, a couple of hours are spent circulating mud to clean the
hole out ready for logging. This is cools the surrounding rocks down and is
equivalent to the pressure draw-down of the flowing periods of a DST.
Then circulation stops the drill string is pulled out and the the rocks start to heat up.
This is equivalent to the pressure build up.
So we need the time circulating on bottom (tC in my symbolism)
and a series of time / temperatures pairs where the time (tSC) is the time since
circulation stopped.
Then for each temperature calculate a “Horner time” and plot temperature against
Horner time on a log scale
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Mud circulation time (tC)
2 hours

Extrapolate to infinite time
(approx 143 0C)

The values will plot on as straight line if:
•the cooling and heating of the borehole follows the assumptions of the Horner
Model (probably not)
•time and temperature data are accurate (probably not)
•values are reported accurately (hopefully)
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Problem with the Horner Plot 1: linear regression inappropriate
Mud circulation time (tC)
assumed to be 2 hours

Extrapolate to infinite time
(approx 143 0C)

If you are working in Excel, there is a more convenient way of displaying the data
Calculate the log of Horner time and plot on a linear scale
Fit a reegression line and display the equation. Here the equation suggests an
equilibrium temperature of 143.34 degrees.
But it is not statistically pure. Fitting a linear regression line assumes that the errors
above and below the line are normally distributed and constant along the line.
But we know that there is much more slop in the early measurements that in the last
few.
A hand drawn line that honoured the late measurements may well be more accurate
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Problem with the Horner Plot 2: Theory inappropriate

Horner model is not really appropriate for mud-filled borehole
surrounded by rock. Other (impractical) equations available

The Horner is not a perfect representation of a mud-filled borehole drilled in rock.
Several other methods have been proposed as an improvement on the Horner
method. They do not seem very useful because they require knowledge of the
thermal characteristics of the rocks – parameters that we do not have for an
exploration well.
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Problem with the Horner
Plot3: Depth

What depth is the
thermometer? Common to
use the loggers depth from
the well header.
But mercury-in-glass
thermometers were carried at
the head of the tool.
So a depth correction is
needed

We normally think of the temperature measurement as occurring at T.D. and look to
the log header to find the logger’s TD. But all the logging tools that I have seen
carry the thermometers at the top. A depth correction of tens of metres may be
appropriate.
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Log header and footer DLL-MSFL Jackson-1

Some information can sometimes be found on the tail of a log. This table gives the
offset beteen the sensor and the bottom of the tool. In this case the highest offset is
the SP at 46.5 ft but the SP electrode is usually on a flexible bridle a couple of
meters above the top of the tool. The next highest sensor is this Gamma Ray so the
thermometers will be somewhere between the two.
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Modern electronic temperature log – depth is not a problem

Part LAS file from Hollowback-1 (Weatherford log)

If you have a modern electronic temperature log, the sensor can be anywhere in the
string.
In this example the CGXT sensor is 22.46 m above the bottom of the tool.
But it does not matter – you get the data in a LAS file and the logging software sorts
out the offset.
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Problem with the Horner Plot 4: tC
tC – time circulating at T.D.
Rarely recorded in Delhi-Santos wells.
Can look in Daily Drilling Report, but commonly not present in
Open File data.
If in doubt, assume 2 hours

There are problems in our approach to time circulating at T.D.
Firstly if it is a Delhi-Santos well, the chance are there will be no record of
circulating time. In some wells the Daily Drilling Reports contains the information.
But the Daily Drilling Reports are rarely included in Dehhi-Santos open file data.
My advice is: if no record – use 2 hours
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Problem with the Horner Plot 5:

Wiper trip? tC – time circulating at T.D.
What do you use?
Horse Creek-1 Daily Drilling report

Here is the Daily Drilling Report for Horse Creek-1. It reaches T.D.
Circulates for 2 hours
Breaks circulation for a Wiper trip for 1-1/2 hrs
Circulate 2 more hours
So what do you use for tC? 2 hours? 4 hours, somewhere in between?
Whatever, the Horner model cannot cope with a wiper trip
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Problem with the Horner Plot 6:
Circulation time at thermometer depth?

Drill rate for last 16 m about
5 m/hr.
Thermometer 2044 m
Mud circulated past the
rocks at thermometer depth
3 hrs longer than rocks at
T.D.

Mud log Black Stump-1

T.D. 2060 m

What we need is circulation time for the rocks surrounding the thermometer.
Commonly wells finish in basement, and the last few metres can be slow drilling.
Consider for example Black Stump-1
The thermometer is up here some 16 m above T.D.
This mud log shows a drill rate of about 5 m/hr , so mud has been circulating past
the level of the thermometers for an additional 3 hours
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Problems with the Horner Plot 7: tSC
(time since circulation stopped)

7 hours

Log header DLL-MSFL Jackson-1

Here is part of the log header for the DLL log in Jackson-1.
You would think that tSC could be simply obtained by subtracting theses two
numbers.
But “Time logger on bottom” is the time when the logging tool first reached bottom. I
presume the logging engineer then ran calibration checks and run a ‘Repeat Section’
. This is a 100 m or so near the bottom of the well. Then if all is OK, the tool will
have been run back to bottom and main logging run started.
For the maximum temperature in a warming well, we need the ‘Time last off bottom’.
It could be an hour or so after ‘Time first on bottom’ recorded here.
We need a much more accurate time log of the wireline logging operation.
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Problems with Horner Plot 8: data handling

TM temperature, measured

Log header DLL-MSFL Jackson-1

Even the temperature measurement can have problems.
When I started reading this log header I saw the temperature given as 206 decimal
7. I was impressed with the Schlumberger engineer’s enthusiasm for precision..
But reading on down I found that this was the arithmetic average of three values 205,
205 and 210.
Now when multiple thermometers are run and recorded, the difference is rarely more
than 1 degree. In this case a 5 degree difference is an inexplicable anomaly. This is
not a random gaussian error which should be averaged. It is a crook number and
should be deleted. The BHT for this well would be better put as 205 F
Not a huge issue , but it goes to the theory of errors which is rarely discussed in
geology – that is when do you average data and when do you delete it?
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Estimating equilibrium temperature from a
single reading
What do you do if you have only a single
bottom hole temperature reading?
Numerous suggestions in the literature most desperate: Zetaware “If all else fails
add 180C”

Now if you have a recent log or a very old log you may have only a single
temperature reading and a Horner plot is not possible.
But you have to have some policy for estimating the equilibrium temperature.
Zetaware, the provider of basin modelling software, gives some good advice on
various temperature corrections which includes the despairing “If all else fails, add
18 C”
But I think we can do better. Some suggestions try to give world-wide solutions, but I
just need to deal with Queensland Eromanga Basin, so that limits the range of
depths, lithologies, surface temperatures, and drilling practices.
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Mud circulation time (tC)
assumed to be 2 hours

Extrapolate to infinite time
(approx 143 0C)

Remember this plot?
Suppose I just had this first logging run. Can I calculate a correction factor that
could be used to correct the measured temperature into the extrapolated
temperature
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Estimating static temperature from a single reading
Extrapolated temperature 143.3 0C

In the case of the first log, a correction factor of 1.16 would convert the measured
123.9 deg into the extrapolated 143.3 deg
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Estimating equilibrium temperature from a single
reading

CF22 = 1.4105 * tSC^-0.0923
Corrected T = ((TM-22) * CF22)+22

tSC — if in doubt use 6 hours

I went through Queensland Cooper-Eromanga and took 64 wells that had data for a
Horner Plot, and computed about 250 Correction Factors.
And Excel’s curve fitting program suggests that the displayed equation is a
reasonable estimate of equilibrium temperature given a temperature measurement
and a time since circulation
Note a couple of things:
This equation is less than 1 for tSC above 42 hours. This is silly and if you you have
a tSC above 30 hours, I suggest you use your eyeball to pick a small number.
This equation needs time since circulation. If you do not know it, I suggest use 6
hours
I show here a tweak to improve the equation for use with a surface temperature of 22
C.
Now if you are going to multiply your measured temperature with a factor based on
tSC you would run into a problem if you had a reading very close to the surface. I
take average surface temperature to be 22 degC and you do not want to escalate
that with a factor of say 1.2. Rather take your temperature measurement, subtract
22, apply the correction factor and add 22 deg back on.
Hence the y axis is labelled CF22.
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Estimating static temperature from a single reading
Standard deviation 4.4 0C

How good is this method?
A standard deviation of 4.4 degrees is not too bad.
Note that the histogram is approximately symmetrical. This means that if your
regional study incorporates wells with corrected single temperatures, you will
introduce noise but not bias
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Now at the start of the talk I said that static formation temperature was best derived
from a DST
Here is Pennycoed Creek-1
The duration of the test was about 6 hours and the temperature stayed stable at 162
F for that time.
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One minor issue to watch out for is that the text of the report may include a value for
the maximum temperature . Here it is given as 164.04 F.
Note that there was a pressure surge when the tool closed and this caused an
electrical spike in the temperature record
The temperature glitch is enlarged here. Clearly an automated precess has picked
off the peak value.
So this maximum value in the body of the report is not the best estimate of
equilibrium temperature, it is the worst value of a glitch.
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Now what do you make of a chart like this where the temperature is climbing
throughout the test?
Now the global literature is keen on the reliability of DSTs as providing the best
estimate of static formation temperature usually because DSTs are run after logging
and the well is close to equilibrium .
But watch out for our local drilling practices
It has been the common experience in the Cooper-Eromanga that when DSTs are
run last, the results are disappointing – either the packer seat fails because of
breakouts or there is formation damage from the drilling fluid. So locally it is
common practice to run a DST immediately after penetrating the objective.
This test was run a few hours after circulation stopped and the rock temperature is
recovering in much the same way as if we had run in a wireline logging tool.
It would be great to get an ASCII file on this and try a Horner plot.
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The hook in the tail

Here are temperature logs from 4 wells. There is a diversity of stratigraphy and a
diversity of logging companies – one Baker Hughes , two Weatherford and one BPB
Note that there is a hook in the tail of all these logs
Why?? And what do you do for a bore hole temperature??
Well I have to introduce you to the concept of a thermal time constant
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Thermal time constant

Time to adjust 63.2% of a step change in temperature

The thermal time constant is defined as the time it takes for a thermometer to adjust
63.2% to a step change in external temperature.
In this highly contrived example I consider moving a thermometer from ice water at 0
C to boiling water at 100 C.
These points represent an exponential response to this step change. Now 63.2% is
here at 63.2 degrees and that conveniently happens at a time of 1 minute.
So the thermal time constant would be 1 minute.
Real numbers range from a few seconds for a naked thermistor, to 20 minutes for a
sensor buried in the body a stainless steel logging tool
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The hook in the tail
Model assumes:
TD 1605 m
Mud temp 50 – 90 0C

Tool on bottom 88.2 0C

Tool sensor

Let us explore the tail hook with a simple thermal model
Suppose we have a well with a depth of 1605 m
Mud temperature gradient is linear 50 C at surface 90C at TD.
The logging tool is run into the hole and arrives at T.D. a couple of degrees cooler
than the mud.
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The hook in the tail
Model assumes:
Thermal time constant
5 minutes
Logging speed 1800
ft/hr

Tool sensor

If the tool is a little cooler than the mud at T.D., the tool will start to warm up. But if
the tool is also rising the mud is getting cooler, and so you reach a point where the
mud and tool temperature are the same.
Above that point, the mud is cooling and the tool tool is trying to cool down. At any
depth, the mud temperature and tool temperature are displaced by about a degree.
Does this look like a temperature log with a hooked tail?
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The hook in the
tail
Jampot-1 temperature
log added.

Inspiration for this approach
from Schlumberger engineer
quoted in Ph.D. thesis, F.
Holdgate, 2005

Jampot-1
temperature

Tool sensor

If I add in the Jampot-1 temperature log you see I can get a very good match for the
hook in the tail.
What do we take as the borehole temperature? If we take the deepest reading and
its temperature, it is much too low; if we take the maximum reading and its depth, it
will be a bit too high, and this is my default option.
Ideally I would like to know where the mud temperature crosses the log temperature
but that is not easily available.
Also note that what we are doing is looking at the temperature sensor equilibrating
with the mud. We still have the problem of the mud equilibrating with the deep
formation. We still have to apply some sort of correction..
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Well site geologist: keep a good log of operations when
approaching and after reaching TD.

Wireline logging engineer:
record Time Last Off Bottom and logging speed in
comments section
add Time of Day column to DLIS file and any LAS
file
provide file for repeat section, including
temperature
provide thermal time constant for mud
temperature sensor

When it comes to getting data out of the logging engineer, you will need to find out who in
your company gets taken out to lunch by Schlumberger because that person signs the
logging contract. You need to persuade him to include these requests in the contract.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Mudlogger : provide time-based ascii file of drilling
parameters (particularly pump pressure as indicator of
circulation) for last 30 m of drilling and subsequent
wiper trips.
Project geologist:
take responsibility for ensuring the collection of
good temperature data.
Discuss with Petroleum Engineer ways to do a
Horner plot of DST temperature data.
Explore cost effectiveness of keeping logging tool on
bottom to obtain a time/temperature series long enough
to get a good Horner plot.
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ABSTRACT
Queensland’s Eromanga oil – where did it go?
Peak generation of oil in the Eromanga Basin happened in the Cretaceous – around 90 Ma. But
the basin has since undergone regional warping and stripping prior to the Eocene, followed by
local compressional folding in the Miocene. Modern structure is thus a poor guide to migration at
peak generation.
Careful manipulation of sonic logs allows stripping estimates leading to structure maps restored
to maximum Cretaceous burial. These maps allow determination of drainage areas and routes.
Maturity modelling of wells reveals the location of kitchens and suggests rough estimates of
volumes expelled. Previous publications of maturity maps and models have largely neglected the
evidence for stripping and the models are a poor basis for exploration. The location of kitchens is
not restricted to areas of current deep burial. For example the enigmatic oil occurrence at Corona1 comes from a small shallow Birkhead kitchen made mature by 700 m of former extra burial and
a very high heat flow.
The work has the potential to inspire further exploration by reducing charge risk of prospects in
areas presently neglected.
David Lowry
david@lowryresources.com.au

